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were primarily interested in industry and transportation. Others, possibly the greater number, gave most heed to the geomorphology. A few worked from botanical, zoological and anthropological centers. Students of the atmosphere were present both as permanent and temporary members. Various phases of engineering and of modern agriculture came to the front from day to day, and the forests, wasted in one region and glorious in another, were watched with unfailing interest. All found common ground in human traits and human progress, and thus the excursion illustrated and promoted the unity of geography in its diversity.
In the work of the excursion, photography, as was to be expected, played a conspicuous part. No firing of artillery in battle is more continuous than was the exposure of films and plates when a brief stop gave opportunity to record a rnining operation, a reaping machine, an apple orchard, a physiographic form, or a beaver dam. One of the most strenuous of the French geographers took at least one thousand pictures, and it was ascertained by one who vied with him in devotion to the camera (Professor Chaix) that about twelve thousand photographs were made by the party as a whole.
One who had two months' experience of the excursion must almost say that the home life on the train was larger and more valuable than anything else. It surprised all to find that vehicles on wheels could become so thoroughly homelike, and it was the ordinary experience for members of the party returning even from the best of hotels to say, "We are glad to get back to the train.''
The permanent American members of the party were about a dozen in number and represented Harvard, Tale and Columbia
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